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transaction. They may be considered as exhibitions of conduct concatenated in time, place, and circumstance, comprising one composite event. To Thus, if evidence of one offense tends to corroborate proof of another, the defendant is not being unlawfully prejudiced. Evidence of only one state of facts is being given.

R. L. DeP.

STATUTORY RAPE—PREVIOUS CHASTE CHARACTER.—Modern statutes creating the offense commonly known as statutory rape present an interesting paradox. Although the statutes are designed to impose "a barrier across which the profligate proceeds at his peril," fundamental notions of justice where the male is concerned have resulted in the tempering of the statutes through inclusion of various provisos. Such a qualification was added to the West Virginia statute in 1931 when the requirement that the female must be of "previous chaste character" was included.

The extent to which the unchaste character of the female of tender years can be relied upon as a defense has yet to be determined by the West Virginia court. For although it has been held that the state can not rely on a presumption of chastity, but must allege and prove that the female is of previous chaste character, the question of what is meant by previous chaste character has been left unanswered.

In other jurisdictions utilizing the phrase in either statutory rape or seduction statutes, there is a difference of opinion as to the meaning of previous chaste character. Under the most widely accepted view, previous chaste character means more than reputation or purity of conduct; it defines a female who has never voluntarily had previous sexual intercourse.

16 "Where the impulse is single, but one indictment lies, no matter how long the action continues. If successive impulses are separately given, even though all unite in a common stream of action, separate indictments lie." 1 WHARTON, CRIMINAL LAW § 34 (12th ed. 1932). It would seem that an indictment ought never to be quashed on the ground of misjoinder of offenses, and that the accused should be made to await the determination of the connectedness of the offenses. See note 5 supra.

2 W. VA. CODE c. 61, art. 2, § 15 (Michie, 1949).
4 State v. Foster, 225 S.W. 671 (Mo. 1920).
"The term of previous chaste character in such a statute means the same in law as in morals. It describes a condition of sexual purity. It means a female who has never submitted herself to the sexual embrace of man, and who still retains her virginal chastity."

A few jurisdictions subscribe to a much broader definition. They exclude from the protection of the statute not only females who previously have submitted to sexual intercourse, but also females who have been guilty of lewd and lascivious acts and indecent familiarities with men. Under this construction, obscenity of language, indecency of conduct, and undue familiarity with men are sufficient to render a female of previous unchaste character, even though she has not been guilty of sexual intercourse.

"We cannot think that a female who delights in lewdness, who is guilty of every indecency, and lost to all sense of shame, and who may even be the mistress of a brothel, is equally the object of this statute (if she has only escaped actual sexual intercourse) with an innocent and pure woman; and that a man is equally liable under the law, as well in the one case as the other."

It is submitted that the second view, although in the definite minority, most nearly accomplishes the aims for which the proviso was intended. The inclusion of the word "character" and the non-use of "previous chastity," or "previously chaste," or words of similar import, natural words to express the idea of actual chastity or chastity in fact, indicate that the legislature intended the proviso to cover more than prior sexual intercourse.

Various other problems have been considered in the construction of the "previous chaste character" phrase. The fact that a female previously has been the victim of a forced act of intercourse, or has been married or married and divorced does not render her an unchaste person. A woman who has been unchaste, but who has reformed and for years has led a virtuous life, is likewise protected by the statute, although a burden is cast upon the state to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that she has reformed.

More difficult questions arise when the prior act of intercourse relied upon to show that the female is unchaste has been committed by the defendant himself, or by another person immediately prior

---

8 State v. Wilcoxen, 200 Iowa 1250, 206 S.W. 260 (1925).
9 State v. Andre, 5 Iowa 389 (1857).
10 Id. at 395.
14 State v. Bennett, 137 Iowa 427, 110 N.W. 150 (1907).
in time to the defendant's act. In the latter situation, at least one court has held that the prior act of intercourse by an accomplice, even though immediately preceding the defendant's act, rendered the female unchaste and barred conviction of the defendant.\textsuperscript{15} It would appear more appropriate to conclude that the nearness in time of the two acts of intercourse rendered them the same act, and that both parties were equally guilty in robbing the female of her chasteness. If the facts show that the defendant aided and abetted the accomplice in the commission of his act, a more practical approach to the problem would be to try the defendant as a principal or accessory before the fact to the accomplice's act. In West Virginia both parties would be subject to the same punishment in such a situation.\textsuperscript{16}

The West Virginia court likewise has not directly considered whether acts of intercourse between the defendant and prosecutrix prior to the act relied upon by the state for conviction are sufficient to render the female unchaste. Without considering the problem, the West Virginia court held in \textit{State v. Beacraft}\textsuperscript{17} that such prior acts of intercourse are admissible to show that the defendant entertained an improper disposition toward the female and to corroborate evidence as to the particular act relied upon. It is to be noted, however, that the cases relied upon by the West Virginia court for authority are common law rape cases, and not cases involving statutory rape.

Other jurisdictions have shown considerable differences of opinion on the problem. Prior acts of intercourse between the defendant and prosecutrix have been held sufficient to show that the female was unchaste.\textsuperscript{18} However, some courts have indicated that such a result would be reached only where the prior acts of intercourse occurred in a different state\textsuperscript{19} or county.\textsuperscript{20} A few courts have taken a contrary view, holding that to allow the defendant to rely on his own acts as a defense would, in effect, annul the statute.\textsuperscript{21} It likewise has been held proper for the state to prove acts of intercourse between the defendant and prosecutrix prior to the act alleged in the indictment since the precise time of the act is not a material element of the crime.\textsuperscript{22}  

\textit{R. J. W.}
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